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General Scholarship


**Scholarship about the Beat Generation**


Harris, Oliver, and Polina Mackay. Special Issue CLCWeb: Comparative Literature and Culture 18.5 (2016): <http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/clcweb/vol18/iss5/>.


Skerl, Jennie, ed. Teaching the Beats. Special Issue College Literature 27.1 (2000).


**Scholarship about Jack Kerouac's Work**


Scholarship about Allen Ginsberg's Work


Scholarship about William S. Burroughs’s Work


Harris, Oliver. "Introduction." *Everything Lost: The Latin American Notebook of William S. Burroughs.* Ed. Oliver Harris. Columbus: Ohio State UP. IX-XXVIII.


Harris, Oliver. 'The Beginnings of 'Naked Lunch,' an Endless Novel.' *Naked Lunch @ 50: Anniversary Essays.* Ed. Oliver Harris and Ian Macfadyen. Carbondale: Southern Illinois UP, 2009. 14-25.


Harris, Oliver, and Ian MacFadyen, eds. *Naked Lunch @ 50: Anniversary Essays.* Carbondale: Southern Illinois UP, 2009.


Scholarship about Diane di Prima's Work
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